Sequence of centromere separation: separation in a quasi-stable mouse-human somatic cell hybrid.
A quasi-stable mouse-human hybrid cell line, HR61, containing between one and ten human chromosomes was analyzed for the sequence of centromere separation. The purpose was to determine which genome of the two initiates centromere separation first. The data clearly indicate that the separation of centromeres of the human genome is not only initiated but is completed before any centromeres from the mouse chromosomes start splitting into daughter units. The information on whether uniparental chromosome loss results from a lack of deposition of kinetochore proteins was equivocal. The human genome also completes its DNA replication before the mouse genome does. Our studies, therefore, show that the timing of centromere separation is tightly linked to the completion of replication of DNA. At least in this cell line the segregant genome is not the one which exhibits delayed DNA replication.